For retailers this year, a holiday decorating dilemma
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A festive window display at Macy's Herald Square in New York on Thursday. Will retailers
direct more resources to e-commerce this holiday season? Eugene Gologursky/Getty
Images for Macy's
Listen Now
In a normal year, retailers would be dressing up their stores with holiday-themed window
scenes, lights and all the trimmings.
But this year, with a pandemic, new lockdowns and people ordering online instead of
making in-store gift buying a family excursion, what are stores to do?
Decorating a store for the holidays takes time and money. Bob Phibbs, who runs the Retail
Doctor consultancy, said businesses are, generally, of two minds about it this year.
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“Independents seem to be going stronger with nurturing the customer wonder and
amazement,” he said. Think Will Ferrell’s decoration extravaganza in the movie “Elf.”
Other retailers are going cheap and “saying, ‘Oh, people aren’t gonna be here anyway.
What difference does it make?’ ” Phibbs said.
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Usually, it would make a lot of difference, said branding consultant Denise Lee Yohn. She
said decorations help get shoppers in the holiday spirit. But during a pandemic, store
owners are grappling with a new question: “Are we being responsible by attracting people
to our locations?”
In lieu of big displays, she said, many retailers are diverting resources to giving consumers
a virtual holiday experience and making sure their search functions and e-commerce
platforms can handle the heavy load.

COVID-19 Economy FAQs
Pfizer said early data show its coronavirus vaccine is effective. So what’s next?
In the last few months, Pfizer and its partner BioNTech have shared other details of the
process including trial blueprints, the breakdown of the subjects and ethnicities and
whether they’re taking money from the government. They’re being especially transparent
in order to try to temper public skepticism about this vaccine process. The next big test,
said Jennifer Miller at the Yale School of Medicine, comes when drug companies release
their data, “so that other scientists who the public trust can go in, replicate findings, and
communicate them to the public. And hopefully build appropriate trust in a vaccine.”
How is President-elect Joe Biden planning to address the COVID-19 pandemic
and the economic turmoil it’s created?
On Nov. 9, President-Elect Joe Biden announced three co-chairs of his new COVID-19 task
force. But what kind of effect might this task force have during this transition time, before
Biden takes office? “The transition team can do a lot to amplify and reinforce the messages
of scientists and public health experts,” said Dr. Kelly Moore, associate director for the
Immunization Action Coalition. Moore said Biden’s COVID task force can also “start
talking to state leaders and other experts about exactly what they need to equip them to
roll out the vaccines effectively.”
What does slower retail sales growth in October mean for the economy?
It is a truism that we repeat time and again at Marketplace: As goes the U.S. consumer, so
goes the U.S. economy. And recently, we’ve been seeing plenty of signs of weakness in the
consumer economy. Retail sales were up three-tenths of a percent in October, but the gain
was weaker than expected and much weaker than September’s. John Leer, an economist at
Morning Consult, said a lack of new fiscal stimulus from Congress is dampening
consumers’ appetite to spend. So is the pandemic.
Read More
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